Abstract-In this paper we consider the problem of Radio and Scheduling policies in multiservice mobile networks. We
Since from the beginning of cellular mobile networks there handoff and data packet traffics over new call connection has been a necessity to handle handoff traffic different to requests. The scheduling policies are FIFO and Priority Queueing new call traffic. From 2.5G and 3G, with the integration of (PQ). Analysis of these schemes are outline and the results show mobile networks and Internet, the handoff of data applications that: PQ may be perfectly employed when it is needed to employ deserved also special attention on the designing of RRM. In service classes differentiation between the non-real time traffics-these networks the handoff is also called horizontal, because and that FIFO achieves acceptable results when all data packet these networks of is same hology.
traffic have to be queued in only one buffer. The results also they take a place in networks of the same technology.
show that the use of the reserved radio channels to carry out the [8] . Real The objective of CAC is to control the access of incoming calls time services may be voice telephony service, video service, to the network, while the purpose of scheduling is to give ac-etc [9] . On the other hand, non-real time service are, in major cess to the network resources to data packets already accepted. of works, wireless access to the Internet.
At this way, CAC and scheduling are also classified as methods Thus, as exposed above, the RRM must be designed to of avoidance and prevention congestion control. While many support service classes differentiation not only between real papers in literature address CAC [3]- [5] or scheduling [6] [7] time and non real time applications, but also between the own in mobile and wireless networks, very few study them acting real time applications and the own non real time applications. together, composing the same Radio Resource Management Generally, resource reservation is used to differentiate real time in a multiservice environment. Thus, the main contribution service [10] [4] . In this work we use different priority buffers of this paper is to study integrated Call Admission Control to discriminate non-real time flows. This way, we also aim and lower priority data packets arrivals rates, respectively, of higher priority data packet into the higher priority buffer; These traffics may be viewed as the data packet traffic comes and 1 is the number of lower priority data packet into the from (horizontal and vertical) handoff data session and data lower priority buffer. The number of states in E is equal to packet traffic comes from new data session, respectively. The (N + 1) (B + 1) (B + 1). Table I shows the state transitions of service time of voice call and data packet follow exponential this model. distributions with parameters ,uv and Ud, respectively. We also An arrival or a departure of voice call changes the state assume that the data packets will be transmitted using all variable c, that increases when a voice call arrives, and available radio resources [12] .
decreases when a voice call departures. For voice service, Two types of integrated CAC and Scheduling are studied when the number of channels is less than the threshold N -R, in this paper: FIFO and Priority Queueing (PQ). In FIFO new call and handoff call may be admitted into the system, scheduling policy, the system has only one buffer to accommo-but when the number of busy channels is over the threshold date higher and lower data packets. In addition, as its name N -R, only handoff calls will be admitted. implies, the packet that first arrives will be first served. PQ A data packet will be admitted if the number of packets in its is a queueing scheduling discipline design to support simple priority buffer is less than B. So, h and I increase and decrease service classes differentiation. In PQ, incoming packets are with an arrival and a departure of a higher priority data packet placed into different priority queues. Packets in lower priority and lower priority data packet, respectively. A higher priority queues are scheduling only if all higher priority queue are data packet will be transmitted with rate min(h, N -c),ud if empty [1] . Additionally, in PQ, within each queue, packets there are free radio resources. Whenever the higher priority are scheduling in FIFO order. For all scheduling policies the queue is empty and there are free radio resources, a lower admission rule is based on network load (channel and buffer priority data packet will be transmitted with rate min(l, Noccupancies); moreover, the system is designed to support c)Id. resource reservation to discriminate handoff and data packet traffics from new call traffic.
11n this work the terms buffer and queue are used indiscriminately. 
.i 0.5,1l, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8,10O; (2) How the number of reserved of new call and handoff as 70% and 30%, respectively, which radio channels can impact in the performance of FIFO and results new call and handoff call blocking probabilities of PQ. This studies is carried out assuming R =0,1, 2, 3, 4,5. both data packet service classes are kept lower than FIFO data packet blocking probability. However, the more higher priority data packets into the system, the 5 longer lower priority data packets mean delay. These -i-m PQ (Lower priority) figures also show that although FIFO has highest data 4.5 FIFO packet blocking probability, accommodating both data packet service classes in the same buffer can result 4/ shortest mean delay for lower priority data packets and, co additionally, the higher priority data packets will be 3.5 served as fast as they would be in PQ.
2) With the priority of voice service over data service, the 3l handoff and new call blocking probabilities remain constant irrespective to the data scheduling policy (FIFO or 
Xh,d/Xl,d
The reason is that the large R, the more channels are exclusively used to carry out handoff and data traffics( 
